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Results Show Shopping Behavior 
Creating Opportunity for Early Movers 

First and foremost, a significant cohort of shoppers are 
already using repeat shopping automation to purchase 
products they need regularly. One in four have does so, in 
the past six months, across a variety of outlets. Among these 
shoppers, 68% used Amazon’s Subscribe and Save and 37% 
used Chewy specifically. 

It is clear that shoppers desire a wider variety of products 
than what is offered by a traditional, category-focused 
subscription model, such as Dollar Shave Club. This is shown 
via their purchase history.

1 in 4
USED REPEAT 
SHOPPING 
AUTOMATION FOR 
FOOD OR EVERYDAY, 
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS 
IN THE PAST 6 
MONTHS

With two-thirds of shoppers buying some of their groceries online at least occasionally1, delivering 
elevated digital experiences has transitioned from a form of competitive differentiation to “table 
stakes” for retailers and brands today. And while the average US supermarket offers 30,000+ items 
in their assortment2, the average US household is only buying 394 products each year, many of 
which are being purchased on a regular frequency3.  

Given this, it shouldn’t come as a surprise that today’s shoppers want the ability to auto-replenish 
when they order online. They want to save time, save money, stay in stock, and solve for a wide range 
of household needs, including food. Here’s how we know:

In Q4 2021, with the help of Kantar Marketplace, Replenium surveyed 2,307 U.S.-based Amazon 
Prime shoppers about their appetite for repeat shopping automation. The preface read: 

We are conducting research to understand more about how shoppers 
buy things online—specifically, for items bought regularly. Repeat 
shopping automation is the practice of signing up to have product(s) 
you buy regularly automatically included in your online shopping cart 
and delivered at a frequency you choose.
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There is also considerable cross-category shopping, among users, signaling that a full-basket offer would 
satisfy needs across the entire household. This is a benefit that most in-market, subscription programs do 
not offer today, which are predicated on singular category or item-specific offers.

% WHO PURCHASED THIS* ALSO PURCHASED THIS*

Perishable Food

Non-Perishable Food

Home Care

Personal Care

Pet Care

PERISHABLE FOOD NON-PERISHABLE FOOD

–

59%

50%

59%

42%

43%

–

54%

63%

43%

Read as: 63% of those who purchased Non-Perishable Food through repeat 
shopping automation also purchased Personal Care through the capability.

*with repeat shopping automation

Read as: Of the shoppers who have used repeat purchase automation in the past 6 months, 
62% have purchased Personal Care products via this capability, at some point in time.

USERS WHO HAVE PURCHASED CATEGORY THROUGH REPEAT SHOPPING AUTOMATION
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Amazon’s Subscribe & Save delivers against several cross-category needs within the market today, 
but the program excludes perishable products. The recent launch of Amazon Fresh Repeat Items may 
solve for this but is experientially disjointed for customers looking to replenish across their baskets in a 
single transaction.

Between the proven success of Amazon’s Subscribe & Save program (accounting for an estimated 40% 
of Amazon’s CPG volume today) and the growing ecommerce and consumables subscription markets in 
the US, Replenium estimates auto-replenishment will represent a $92B market by 20244. 

What does appetite for these services look like today, and how do we see that evolving, as the 
capability is rolled out to more retailers and brands in the US? When asked about estimated monthly 
spend levels if repeat shopping automation was offered by their favorite retailer, respondents indicated:

29% of shoppers would spend $101+ per month on repeat shopping automation, if available at their 
favorite retailer – or $1,200+ in annuity sales each year – compared to 21% of shoppers who claim to 
spend this today. Fewer than one-third of shoppers would spend nothing or were unsure of what they 
would spend on this capability, if available at their favorite retailer.

ESTIMATED MONTHLY SPEND ON REPEAT SHOPPING AUTOMATION

IF OFFERED BY FAVORITE RETAILER
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Shoppers Expect Value, Convenience, and Personalization
Ultimately, there is no one-size-fits-all model for how households want to replenish food and everyday, 
household items, so it is important for retailers and brands offering the capability to account for this, when 
building out new customer experiences. When shoppers were asked about their ideal online experiences 
for automating repeat purchases, a few key themes emerged. All can be distilled to expectations for 
Convenience, Value and Personalization.

Not all benefits are of equal importance overall though. When asked what shoppers like about services 
that automate repeat shopping of food and every day household items, offering delivery options and time 
savings popped to the top of the list, with more than half of shoppers indicating so. Other top responses 
involved receiving discounts and ensuring products needed are available.

SAVES TIME
Shoppers desire a quick and easy experience, 
with intuitive website navigation and timely 
shipping (when opting for delivery).

DISCOUNTS
Shoppers want to know that they’re receiving 
a fair price or eliminated service fees, in 
exchange for their commitment.

REWARDS
Shoppers want their repeat purchases to 
be eligible for loyalty program deals and to 
receive recommendations for new products, 
based off their purchase histories.

FLEXIBLE
Shoppers seek the ability to adjust item 
frequency and quantity, at their convenience.  

CONTROL
Shoppers want basic tools to help them 
manage the process – whether this be 
through email reminders of an upcoming 
order or a virtual shopping list. 

AVAILABILITY
Shoppers expect the products they sign up for 
on repeat to be available, when they need them. 
When not possible, they expect a notification in 
time to substitute the item, if they want to.  
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WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING DO YOU LIKE ABOUT SERVICES THAT AUTOMATE 
REPEAT SHOPPING OF FOOD AND EVERYDAY, HOUSEHOLD ITEMS?

TIME

VALUE

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY

DISCOVERY
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Expectations Should Inform Optimal Shopper Experience
It should be noted that an outstanding user experience is critical to meet rising shopper expectations 
for online shopping. Delivering the right type and frequency of communication on topics that matter to 
shoppers is very important. Here’s a list of ‘do’s’ and ‘don’ts’ we derived from shopper feedback:

When each of the above is executed well, retailers and brands can expect positive returns as it relates 
to shoppers’ perception of their experiences and loyalty. Two-thirds of shoppers who have used repeat 
shopping automation in the past 6 months said that offering the capability is either ‘Impactful’ or 
‘Extremely Impactful’ to their loyalty.

A leading auto-replenishment offering also opens the door for increased category or cross-store shopping-- 
a result of time saved on routine purchases and through behavior-based, new or complementary product 
recommendations.

Allow flexibility in the process to change item 
quantity or delivery/pick-up frequency

Notify shoppers when a product they do 
or may replenish is out-of-stock

Offer discounts for items frequently 
purchased or considered

Offer reduced or eliminated shipping fees, 
to reward them for their loyalty

Offer perks or other loyalty rewards, 
based on previous purchases

Limit eligible assortment

Charge shoppers’ credit cards without 
a reminder

Send too many emails

Make the process hard to manage

DO DON’T

Kantar reports that well-executed subscription programs lead to nearly one-third 
of shoppers buying a wider variety of that product type and close to half reducing or 
eliminating category shopping elsewhere5. 
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Next Steps

Next Steps

If you are a retailer or brand and auto-replenishment is NOT on your digital roadmap for 2022, here 
are a few factors to consider: 

•  Data from Replenium suggests that, when auto-replenishment is deployed for a retailer’s total 
assortment, this leads to 50% faster shopping experiences for customers AND increased customer 
value of 15% or more for the retailer, generating an incremental, virtual trip per quarter. 

•  The cost of waiting to launch an auto-replenishment program is high: If Retailer 1 (Market Leader) 
launches today and Retailer 2 (Market Follower) launches 1 year from today, all else being equal, 
Replenium expects Retailer 2 to forego $20MM in replenishment sales over a 6-year time window, 
relative to Retailer 1. (See illustration below for volume and unit price assumptions.) This does not 
assume any leakage to competitors, who are offering auto-replenishment, nor does it account for 
the incremental gains in total customer value referenced in bullet #1. 

•  Annuity revenue streams enable a transition of focus from sale acquisition to sale retention and 
growth, in a highly competitive marketplace, where switching is high. A recent study from McKinsey 
suggests that about 70% of shoppers switch retailers or brands, when an item they want is out-of-
stock6. Auto-replenishment increases visibility to future demand, allowing for increased precision 
in inventory planning, so that customers never have to think about switching again. The impact is 
transformative, with industry expert Scott Galloway suggesting that “annuity revenue models drive 
6-8x higher revenue multiples than transactional business models”7.

CUMULATIVE REPLENISHMENT SALES OVER 6 YEAR WINDOW

MARKET LEADER   MARKET FOLLOWER

Cost of Waiting 1 Year to Launch Nears $20MM

Note: Illustration assumes each retailer has 100 stores and 2 new replenishments are being generated daily, 
each with an average price of $4.00 and a 30 day replenishment cadence.
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Your shoppers are ready. 
If you have an existing ecommerce platform, you can be up and 

running with an auto-replenishment program in 60 days

REACH OUT TO REPLENIUM TODAY

replenium.com

Shopper intention is clear; demand for automating repeat purchases among a wide range of product 
categories and retailers is already upon us. Retailers and brands who address this shopper demand can 
secure considerable annuity spend and delight their customers, all the while gaining operational efficiency 
from increased visibility to customer needs. 

Primary Source:

October 2021 Shopper Research Survey via Kantar Marketplace, 

N=2,307 Amazon Prime shoppers with regional Census representation; N=587 Past-6-Month-Repeat Shopping Automation      
Users Who Claimed to Purchase the Following with Repeat Shopping Automation: Perishable Food and Non-Perishable Food N=191, 
Perishable Food and Home Care N=161, Perishable Food and Personal Care N=192, Perishable Food and Pet Care N=135, Non-
Perishable Food and Home Care N=241, Non-Perishable Food and Personal Care N=279, Non-Perishable Food and Pet Care N=192

External Sources:

1 FMI U.S. Grocery Shopper Trends 2022

2 FMI | Supermarket Facts

3 2021 Dialogic Group Consumer Purchasing Assessment 

4 Nielsen, McKinsey, Goldman Sachs, and other third-party analysis

5 Kantar ShopperScape Evolving Online Landscape Deep Dive, April 2021; Kantar Online Choices Survey, January 2020

6 Supply problems ‘killing brand loyalty’ - McKinsey | Supply Chain Digital

7 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=un3c1yMs1F8&ab_channel=TheProfGShow%E2%80%93ScottGalloway
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